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5 ẃ�<QT#T<O[�

1 Word Square

This is a reading exercise. How many words from the vocabulary list in this unit can you find in the
word square below? You can look horizontally, vertically and diagonally to find them.

�¾õ Â� �� 8FQ <�ø §�� "X #T

ẃ� <QT #T =�� Þî½ �� åZø uæ�

ó̈Ð #T u¦ <QT #T ÂÔ y¦ ��

�� t« .�Â C¹� 9N½ ¥ëR �� ��

�¾õ "X �� �� y¦ � >µ� w�

�� ÂÔ 8FQ �� ¤� �� së� 4�÷

C¹� ẃ� <�ø �� së� ;FV �� åAû

�½õ <QT >¹� ÜîÄ � 0�Â ¦ëR C¶�

~ÞÀ #T GÕÁ �� ßî½ C¹� � ��
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2 Choose an appropriate word ...

Choose an appropriate expression from the box below, and complete each of the following sentences.

1. ���½õ��åZø<VpÙ� ó̈Ð��,8FQ��¤���, ( )����.oP#Tx§.
Intended to mean:In this exam, there were reading, dictation, and listening comprehension sections.

2. ẃ�<QT#T<VpÙ�¦ëRC¹�»Î ( )����¥ü½DJ��¥ëa��x§.
Intended to mean:There are many times when pronunciation and spelling don’t match in Korean.

3. $\pÙ� ( )<VóÀx§ẃ�¥ëRvÞ�D�����ńP�q�§óÉvÞ�¥ëR©÷������pÙ�søÀB�x§.
Intended to mean:I can manage in everyday situations, but I can’t say everything I want to say.

4.  �të�vÞ�së�0�Â��9N½vÞ�¥ëa��ńP ( )pÙ�©ëRsøÀB�x§.
Intended to mean:His knowledge of grammar is considerable, but he can’t converse very well.

5. wó���pÙ� ẃ�<QT#T�� ( )���pÙ� ë̈a��ńP,©ëR�pÙ��¾õ��<Vx§.
Intended to mean:John isn’t fluent in Korean, but he does pretty well.

6. ẃ�<QT#TpÙ�#T��"X:��ÞîÌ#Tx§?���̈ ( )���63x§.
Intended to mean:Where did you learn Korean? You speak it very naturally.

7.  ���6FSvÞ� ẃ�<QT¥ëR©÷� ẃ�<QT��6FS( )B�x§.
Intended to mean:He speaks Korean like a Korean.

8. �¾õ��<V�¢̧¥ü½ ( ).
Intended to mean:We stick a stamp on the letter.

9. 2
À9NÁ���¾õ ( )����©óÀ��<Wx§.
Intended to mean:Things will get better gradually if we work hard.

10. #U��ßîÄ#T�� ( )q¼õtë���5�;Vx§?
Intended to mean:Do we have a native speaker of English here?

11. Â�<QT#T¥ü½:��pÙ�7LpÙ�, ( )s¦D��x§B�x§.
Intended to mean:In learning a foreign language, making mistakes is important (ie, it is an important part of learning) too.

12. ẃ�<QT#T<VpÙ���C¹��� 145�, ( )�� 105� ó̈ÌB������.
Intended to mean:There are 14 consonants and 10 vowels in Korean.

13. ( )��D��#TM�ô�63x§.
Intended to mean:The word order is a bit awkward.

14. ( )©÷���B��ÞîÌ#Tx§?
Intended to mean:Did you understand the contents?

15. ��së�;FVvÞ� ( )��D��Aµ�©ëTB�"X��B������#T�Oö�x§.
Intended to mean:The structure of this sentence is a bit complex. It’s difficult to understand.

��y¦ 61C¶� >¹�q���B���� u¦<QT#T u¦C¹�

§��#Ux§ §óÀ�̈ #Tuæ� �®<}� ó̈À9FVM�û4§y

���¾õw�.�Â5� àíÁàíÁ %̀ÛíÁ 4�÷��0�Â È-È*
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3 It’s impossible to ...

This is a fluency drill. Transform the
following sentences according to the
example and translate into English.

Example

søÀ��x§. −→ ��b\,s�n�o).
I can’t go. It’s impossible to go.

1. søÀ¦óÀ�Ox§.

2. søÀ©ëT��x§.

3. q́P61søÀB�x§.

4. søÀ&�x§.

5. søÀq�%]x§.

6. z«7�søÀB�x§.

7. søÀ�%]x§.

8. søÀCJö�x§.

9. søÀכë]��x§.

10. w�5�søÀB�x§.

11. søÀàí½#Tx§.

12. søÀ ë̈R�Ox§.

13. søÀs¦Â� �̈#Tx§.

14. søÀ ë̈R��À�x§.

15. �¾õ6FOsøÀB�x§.

16. søÀ¦��#TÀ�x§.

17. søÀ<}���x§.

18. 1ýÀÜîÄsøÀB�x§.

19. �̈së�søÀB�x§.

20. 5�ṕPsøÀB�x§.

4 It’s possible ...
This is a fluency drill. Answer to the
following negative questions as shown
in the example and translate into
English.

Example

søÀ��x§? −→ ��b\,sD�n�o).
Can’t we go? It’s possible for us to go.

1. søÀ©ëT��x§?

2. søÀv¦#U �̈#Tx§?

3. søÀq�%]x§?

4. z«7�søÀB�x§?

5. søÀ�%]x§?

6. søÀ *̀x§?

7. søÀCJö�x§?

8. søÀכë]��x§?

9. w�5�søÀB�x§?

10. søÀàí½#Tx§?

11. søÀ ë̈R�Ox§?

12. søÀ��x§?

13. søÀs¦Â� �̈#Tx§?

14. søÀ ë̈R��À�x§?

15. søÀ¦��#TÀ�x§?

16. søÀ©ëR��x§?

17. søÀ<}���x§?

18. 1ýÀÜîÄsøÀB�x§?

19. �̈së�søÀB�x§?

20. 5�ṕPsøÀB�x§?
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5 Do I have to do ...?

This is a fluency drill. Transform the following verb-stems as shown in the Example.

Example

�- −→ �́n�!!o)?
Do I have to do it?

1. ¤÷�#T��-

2. v¦-

3. 2
À-

4. 5FQ-

5. õí-

6. ����-

7. :F̀-

8. ��$Y��-

9. Üí½-

10. ó̈Ð-

11. >¹�-

12. ¦��#Tv¦-

13. ¤�-

14. ª�-

15. ����-

16. v¦61-

6 Is it all right if I do ...?

This is a fluency drill. Transform the following verb-stems as shown in the Example.

Example

�- −→ �́��!!o)?
Is it all right if I do it?

1. ¤÷�#T��-

2. v¦-

3. 2
À-

4. 5FQ-

5. õí-

6. ����-

7. :F̀-

8. ��$Y��-

9. Üí½-

10. ó̈Ð-

11. >¹�-

12. ¦��#Tv¦-

13. ¤�-

14. ª�-

15. ����-

16. v¦61-

As an extension drill, do Exercise 6 again. This time, useÆs¬ª"���x§.
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7 Is it all right if I ...?

In pairs, make sentences appropriate to the situations listed below.

Example

You’d like to open a window. −→ ���C.Ut>es�cn���!!o)? or���C.Ut>es�cn����"R��Zn�o)?
Is it OK if I open the window?

1. You’d like to start now.

2. You’d like to go back home now.

3. You’d like to take a book away with you.

4. You’d like to take a seat.

5. You’d like to ask the teacher a question.

6. You’d like to listen to music.

7. You’d like to take someone’s photo.

8. You’d like to leave early tomorrow morning.

9. You’d like to do your homework like this.

10. You’d like to watch the News (��w�).

11. You’d like to come in.

12. You’d like to come late tomorrow.

13. You’d rather not come to school tomorrow.

14. You’d rather not do your homework.
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8 You shouldn’t ...

The situations listed below are situations in which you are giving advice. Make sentences according
to the example.

Example

You want to tell someone not to sleep in class.−→ \,s�ZC��Rn�}��x�A�Ss�R!!o).

1. You want to tell someone not to go back home now.

2. You want to tell someone not to take a book away with you.

3. You want to tell someone not to listen to music during class.

4. You want to tell someone not to take photos.

5. You want to tell someone not to do your homework like this.

6. You want to tell someone not to come in.

7. You want to tell someone not to meet that person.

8. You want to tell someone not to write your address in Korean.

9. You want to tell someone not to take the bus.

10. You want to tell someone not to look at the textbook.

11. You want to tell someone not to leave tomorrow morning.

12. You want to tell someone not to go via Tokyo.

13. You want to tell someone not to do Korean this term.

14. You want to tell someone not to use this phone.
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9 Would it be all right if ...?

The situations listed below are situations in which you are asking for permission to do something.
Make sentences according to the example, using)�®��x§? orÆs¬ª"�©÷���x§?.

Example

You’d rather not meet that person today. (61ó̈À ...) −→ ��sDcA�R����&'b
�o)? or
��sDcA�R�����"R��Zt>e
�o)?

Do you think it would be all right to meet him tomorrow (instead)?

1. You can’t write your address in Korean. (ßîÄ#Tt« ...)

2. You want to go now. (��<SX ...)

3. You’d prefer not to take the bus. (��	�t« ...)

4. You can’t finish your homework by Friday. (��C¹� �̈���� ...)

5. You can’t bring the book today. (61ó̈À ...)

6. You’d rather not look at the textbook. (q�»Î"X¥ü½ ...)

7. You can’t leave tomorrow morning. (61ó̈Àx¦�µ<V ...)

8. You can’t go via Tokyo. (IßÁFÚ�x�t«B�"X ...)

9. You can’t talk to the client in person. (�½õÈ*t« ...)

10. You can’t make the dish with beef. (×é��q���t« ...)

11. You can’t come at 6 o’clock. (7��<V ...)

12. You can’t do Korean this term. (��C¹�@}���<V ...)

13. The other phone is out of order. (���½õÈ*¥ü½ ...)
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10 Study Habits

How do you approach the job of learning Korean? How often do you study? How do you study?
What do you concentrate on? Below is questionnaire on your study habits. Ask your fellow students
and record their answers. Remember! You are using the intimate language here.

ẃ�<QT#T<O[���©ëR×é?

¢ëR���� ẃ�<QT#T¥ü½<O[�B�?

¢ëR����<O[�ẃ����¾õ��<V/
Æ��j́PDN½<O[�B�?

¢ëR����<O[���� ë̈apÙ����¾õ, ó̈À�̈ó̈À<V/
Æ��j́PDN½<O[�B�?

ẃ�<QT��6FS¤÷����/�̈±ëR��¥ëR�pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��?

ẃ�<QT<V"Xvø�s¼õ���� ó̈Ì#T?

2�×���¾õ,¥ëR����¾õB��vÞ�#T:�Ê5�B�?

ẃ�<QT#T<V"X��;FV@�øqÞ���Ã��óê�� –#Tuæ�?¦ëRC¹�?

È-È*pÙ�#TDJ?�®<}��5�B�?

�q�§óÉvÞ�¥ëR©÷�ã/B�?

ĺP#TpÙ�#T:�Ê5�Â�ö�? �̈uÙ�8FV0�Â�� ó̈Ì#T?

¥ëR���v¦�� ë̈R��>¹�����@�ø¤÷�#T?�����¾õ?

¥ëR�����u¦t�pÙ�¥ëR�� ó̈Ì©÷�DJ#T:�Ê5�B�?

q�i�w@}�M�ûx�t« ẃ�<QT<V¡ëR5�4Gà����?

More questions of your own choice ...
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